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It is a Friday night in Heights,
and the scene is not unfamiliar.
To the left of the common room,
shouts from the men’s baseball
team quad fill the hallways; to
the right, the same energy from
the football and men’s crew
teams. At the same time, tucked
away on the second floor, the
only quad filled with all women
attempts to use the bathroom,
which has been inadvertently
transformed into a second men’s
room. However, it is a task more
complicated than any trip to
the bathroom should be, as the
lights have been out for days
without repair, and will not get
fixed until the weekend is over.
There is an overwhelmingly
greater number of men who occupy Heights in comparison to
women. In fact, Heights has one
of the largest dorm gender disparities in recent history.
Out of 105 residents of
Heights, only 17 are girls, or a
little over 16 percent of the residence hall. The Echo sat down
with Signy Coakley ’18 and
Kelley Fitzpatrick ’18, two of
Heights female occupants, to try
to better understand what residential life this year has entailed
for them.
They both shared the sentiment that Heights is not welcoming to girls. “Obviously
on the surface level, it is a little weird being some of the
few girls who live in Heights.
Heights in general

the civility of the candidates.
Maisel requires his students
to attend events like this and
stated, “we don’t teach government as something ethereal.
It is the theory behind which
people are practicing the art
of government and I want my
students to see the art of government in practice.”
While Colby hosted the
event, its planning was the
result of collaboration between several local organizations. Members of the Colby
Democrats, including Ian
Baum ’20, Ally Huelbig ’20,

Just a few days after the
one year anniversary of the
election of President Donald
Trump and the corresponding Women’s March, Colby
students gathered to fundraise for Planned Parenthood in the Harold and Bibby Alfond Senior Apartment
Complex. The residents of
Apartment 131, Kylie Walters ’18, Eliza Adams ’18,
Gretchen O’Brien ’18, and
Lexie Lyons ’18 hosted a
party, titled The Women’s
Party/Planned Parenthood/
This is Pussy Grabbing
Back in their Facebook
event. Walters said “I think
the event was a convergence of a lot of goals, one
being to do something different in the party scene at
Colby, another being to celebrate women, and another
being to raise awareness
and funds for Planned Parenthood at a time when it is
especially jeopardized.”
The invitees, spanning
all genders and Colby class
years, were invited to enjoy
a night of “planned parenthood, philanthropic and self
indulgent, broadly-defined
women’s
lifestyle-oriented party.” Attendees were
asked to give a donation to
Planned Parenthood or to
donate menstrual products
for the Mid-Maine Homeless
Shelter. They raised $1,481,
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Democratic candidates for governor appeared at Colby for an early-season debate, discussing a variety of topics in front of an audience of Colby students and locals.

Colby hosts 2018 Democratic
Maine gubernatorial debate
By Caitlin Rogers
Design Manager

On Nov. 14 over 3,000
people watched as seven gubernatorial candidates took
to the Ostrove stage for the
first Democratic Gubernatorial Debate. Though many
attendees joined online, there
were an estimated 150 people
in the auditorium listening
to candidates introduce their
platforms and field questions about property taxes,
education policy, and energy in a panel moderated by
Joseph Reisert, the Harriet
S. Wiswell and George C.

Wiswell Jr. Associate Professor of American Constitutional Law. Each candidate
was given two minutes to give
an introductory statement
before answering questions
selected from submissions
to both the Colby Democrats
and the Mid-Maine Chamber
of Commerce.
Seven Democratic candidates attended the event: Jim
Boyle, Adam Cote ’95, Patrick
Eisenhart, Mark Eves, Janet Mills, Diane Russell, and
Betsy Sweet. Member seating
and speaking order for answers were chosen randomly. Though many candidates

agreed on the main points of
issues discussed, each was also
able to differentiate their own
views. Lily Herrmann ’19 and
Nellie LaValle ’18, co-Presidents of the Colby Democrats,
recognized the similarities in
candidates’ stances, and stated
that this overlap means there
is a strong group of Democrats already working together at the local level. Reisert
and Goldfarb Family Distinguished Professor of American
Government and former Director of the Goldfarb Center
for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement Sandy Maisel were both impressed with

Democrat Adam Cote ’95 runs for governor of Maine
By Adelaide bullock
Associate Editor

There has not been a Colby
alumnus as Maine governor
since 1908, but, 100 years later,
that could change. Adam Cote
’95, a member of the Democratic party, announced his candidacy for governor on April
19 2017. His campaign slogan
“New Leadership, Strong Economy,” speaks to his status as an
outside candidate and his decision to run for public office with
no formal political experience.
If elected, Cote would not be
the first Colby educated governor. Four Colby graduates have
served as governor of Maine: Lot
M. Morrill, Harris M. Plaisted,
Nelson Dingley Jr., and Llewellyn
Powers. However, Cote would
be the first Colby graduate to be
governor in a century; Powers
left office in 1908.
Cote has a long standing history in Maine; he has made the
conscious decision to stay connected to the state, its people
and its economy. He grew up in
Sanford, a town that was once
dependent on mills, in a blue
collar family. He attended Colby and graduated in 1995 with
a degree in International Studies. In 2015, at his 20th Colby
reunion, he was awarded the
Distinguished Alumnus Award
for his military service with
the National Guard and for his
commitment to sustainable en-

ergy in Maine as the cofounder
and CEO of Maine’s Thermal
Energy Storage.
After graduating from Colby,
Cote served with the Maine National Guard, completing tours
in Bosnia, Iraq and Afghanistan.
He earned an Army Commendation Medal for his service in
Iraq, and a Bronze Star Medal
for his work as commander of
the 150th Engineer Company
in Afghanistan. His work with
the Maine National Guard was
also impactful closer to home;
he received the Meritorious Service Medal in 2017 for his work
in communities throughout
Maine with the 133rd Engineer
Company. He also worked in
the renewable energy sector as a
lawyer. In 2013, he was appointed as a Champion of Change by
President Obama for his work in
renewable energy.
Cote told the Echo that “Colby really opened my eyes to
the broader world,” citing his
professors, the opportunity to
study abroad, and the diverse
backgrounds of his classmates
as factors that lead him to travel the world as a member of the
National Guard and later, as a
renewable energy lawyer and
expert. Cote said that while Sanford provided an excellent base,
“Colby springboarded me to
understanding the possibility of
the next level life.” He points to
a class he took with Professor of
Government Guilain Denoeux

on political violence where he
studied the war in Bosnia and
political theory. A year later, he
was in Bosnia as a soldier. He
was able to put into practice the
theory he learned in class in his
own life.
Cote also addressed Colby’s commitment to Waterville
and Maine, not just through its
strong student body representation of Maine students, but
through its recent economic
investments in downtown Waterville. “I really applaud President Greene for this initiative
and those that came before him
that really pushed it. When I was
at Colby it was a much smaller
percentage of students from
Maine who were at Colby and
now it’s a much higher percentage. There’s a real act of outreach
going on in the community, not
just in the Waterville approach,
but things that Colby students
are doing statewide.” He appreciates that Colby has acknowledged the symbiotic relationship
the College shares with the state,
and hopes that this will lead to
more Colby students staying in
Maine, and not just in Portland.
One of the most important
aspects of his platform is his
plan to encourage more entrepreneurs and innovators in the
state, which he believes can be
accomplished by embracing
Maine’s history, refraining from
referring to people as “from
away” to encourage more young
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people to move to Maine, and
fighting the idea that Maine is a
great place to live, but only if you
can make a living. Cote says he
is “trying to create some growth
and some opportunity for people.” He envisions Maine being
a place that young graduates
flock too, like Denver and Austin. He believes that renewable
energy is a viable sector, but also
points to capitalizing on Maine’s
natural resources, like using
trees to make cross laminated
timber, which can be used as
an alternative to steel. Cote also
argued that “some of the best
beers in the world are coming
out of Maine and New England
right now,” but they are getting
their hops from the Midwest or
from Europe, but for farmers in

Aroostook county, hops are an
alternative crop for potatoes.
Cote believes that the mill towns
and rural areas of Maine are the
future economic powerhouses
of the state, the areas with the
most potential to grow.
Cote expressed that his belief that he is a unique candidate, with a commitment to
sustained and innovative economic growth throughout the
state, excellent leadership skills
honed through years in the
military and as a lawyer, and
policy chops from his passion
for renewable energy. In a time
where people across the country
are calling to drain the swamp,
and Maine’s own politicians are
accused of corruption, his status
as an outsider is an asset and

something that sets him apart
from career politicians.
The Colby community has
also rallied around Cote, with
Professor of Government Sandy
Maisel appearing in a promotional video for the campaign
and Colby graduates giving donations to the campaign. Cote
told the Echo, “There’s a really
strong bond and connection
people feel to Colby. For so
many of us, it was just a transformative experience of our
lives.” He encouraged any alums
interested to get involved in a
grassroots campaign across the
state to show the need for new
leadership in Maine. “I’d be honored to have anyone from the
Colby community get involved
in the campaign.”

Courtesy of Peter Brown
Crowd members look on as Cote ’95, second from left, participates in the Democratic Gubernatorial debate at the College.
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Democratic candidates take the stage at Colby
Debate, from pg. 1
Emma Maccallum ’21, Isabel
Adler ’21, Iliana Eber ’20, Charlie Greenberg ’20, LaValle, and
Herrmann worked with the
College, the Goldfarb Center,
Thomas College, and the MidMaine Chamber of Commerce
to schedule the event. Additionally, the debate was sponsored by four local businesses:
Preti Flaherty, Maine Technology Group, Serra Public Affairs,
and the Sheraton Corporation.
According to LaValle, community involvement was one
of the event’s main goals, “The
most challenging part for me
was to make sure that we had
community members. That was
a real goal of ours. We didn’t
want it to just be Colby students, we wanted it to bridge
the gap.” With this event, LaValle and Herrmann stated that
they wanted to bring debate to
Colby, give candidates a chance
to show their platforms and
goals, and show that Colby is
aware of and cares about the
wider community. Overall, this
endeavor appears to be a success. “I thought it was a great
event to display how students
at Colby can be engaged in

the same issues as people from
Maine, and how we can bridge
that gap better. I think we had a
good turnout from community
members, not just from Waterville but from the greater Maine
area,” Herrmann said. “It was
great to see local support for a
student event,” LaValle added.
The two also said this debate
was important to show the
wider community that there is
a group of students on campus
working for Mainers.
Though there are still several months until the primary
elections are held on June 12,
2018, this event has been a long
time coming. The Colby Democrats first started talking about
hosting a political debate on
Colby’s last year; however, due
to scheduling differences the
initial event did not pan out.
Instead, they came up with the
idea to host an event that would
bring candidates together so
Colby students and the Maine
public could start thinking
about who they might support
earlier in the race.“The benefit of doing it this early in the
Democratic primary is that we
were able to set Colby as a place
where students and community members at Colby are having

conversations about policy issues with a broad range of candidates, which embodies our
goal of discourse and dialogue
on policy issues, which we both
hope to facilitate in our time at
Colby,” Herrmann said.
Now that the candidates
have been introduced, LaValle hopes that the Colby Democrats can start facilitating
opportunities for students to
get involved with candidates
themselves. “I know that afterward all the candidates came
up to me and said they would
be in touch moving forward.
They all want to have students
on their races and they’re looking for interns for the spring,”
she said, “The best way to be
involved right now is to knock
on doors and make phone calls
and get out to do the work candidates need. I think [the debate] was a good way for students to see the candidates and
decide who they’re interested,
who they like, and whose platforms they support so they
can go out and do the work
afterward.” Reisert commented that working for partisan
campaigns is a great first step
for students, especially when
the campaigns are still in their

early stages.
Nile Dixon ’20, secretary of
the Colby Republicans, came
into the debate expecting a lot
of criticism of LePage. However,
he said it was interesting to hear
the candidates’ perspectives.
He commented that in the future he would love to see a debate with nominees from other
parties, in a smaller and more
defined panel. “I think events
like this spark conversation and
dialogue,” he said, though he
stated that some comments in
Monday’s dialogue, like blaming
Republicans for current political
strife, were concerning. “The
negative spin on certain things
makes it difficult for people of
certain differences in political
ideology to have conversations.
Events like this make it easier
for Democrats to have conversation, but I think there needs to
be a push towards conversations
between people of different political ideologies.”
To this end, Dixon said the
Colby Republicans are working
on hosting a debate for Republican Gubernatorial candidates
to discuss their platforms and
introduce themselves to voters.
They are also working on an
“Elephant in the Room” event

where students who are Republicans can discuss their views
and speak with others about
politics. “I think there should
be more open and non-hostile conversation about politics
and political theory. Politics is
one thing but political theory
is another, and I think having
conversation about both is very
helpful.” Maisel reiterated Dixon’s statement about campus
conversation and debate. “We
are demonstrating with the
actions of the Goldfarb center
and of the student groups that
we understand there is a debate
going on and there are different
philosophies of government
and students will have a chance
to hear both of them.”
Now that students have
heard one side of the debate,
both professors and organizers
say it is time to start thinking
about how to take action and
think critically about candidates and ideas. “It will be interesting for students to compare
what the candidates look like at
this point, early on in the campaign, and how presumably
more polished and developed
their messages will be five and
six months from now,” Reisert
said. Additionally, Maisel hopes

that with Colby graduate Cote
running, students will be more
involved and will take on a larger role in non-presidential elections. When students are aware
of and invested in Maine issues,
he said they are more likely to
act on the issues they are passionate about. LaValle stated
that this action often comes
in the form of Facebook posts
or dialogue, but that students
should strive to reach beyond
these methods of activism.
With the national political
arena in turmoil, Hermann
thinks it is time to look more
closely at the local and state
government. “While we focus
on what’s going on nationally, there’s a great group of
candidates, Democratic candidates specifically, who are
working together on issues
that we care about and have
worked on these issues in the
past and want to push our state
forward in a progressive way,”
Hermann said.As election day
draws nearer, collaborations
between the College and local
organizations have the potential to engender constructive
discussions of partisan politics
and encourage student engagement in local government.

Women’s party raises $1,481 for Planned Parenthood
Fundraising, from pg. 1
outdoing their initial goals
of $750 dollars.
Over $200 worth of pads
and tampons were also donated. Neither charity was chosen
lightly; the residents believe that
providing clean and safe menstrual products to the homeless
community is impactful and integral work. Adams and Walters
both agree that in the current
political climate, Planned Parenthood is an important charity to support. Walters said “I’m
overwhelmed by a steep amount
of rage and sadness when I
think about the many closures
of Planned Parenthood clinics
this year and the pervasive control of women’s bodies by literally vile men in power.”
Although a majority of attendees were women, several

men donated to the fundraiser
and many made an appearance
at the party throughout the
night. Peter Barkey-Bircann ’18,
remarked “I thought it was an
exciting event, especially with
being able to contribute to raising over $1,000 for an important
cause. I enjoyed learning about
how different people aspired to
embrace and improve on gender equality by writing their
own goals on the wall. I think
that more social events at Colby
should have activism incorporated into them.”
Many attendees dressed in
female-empowerment clothing,
including shirts with references
to “nevertheless she persisted,”
“the Future is Female,” Planned
Parenthood t-shirts, and feminist icons like Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Some attendees wore shirts they

created themselves. The playlist
for the party was also in theme;
all songs were either by female
artists or were positive songs
about women. Hosts O’Brien,
Lyons, Adams and Walters also
offered desserts for guests.
One of the most popular aspects of the evening was the
decor; the hosts spent over
four hours decorating the
space. Adrienne Carmack ’18,
the campus representative for
Planned Parenthood, supplied
Planned Parenthood stickers
and sunglasses. Other decorations included cartoons, infographics, balloons, a banner
where guests could write how
they were going to work towards
gender equality, and pink draping around the entrance to the
apartment. The banner had the
words “I pledge to ________ to
support all women,” and Adams

remarked that “everyone wrote
really thoughtful responses. It’s
apparent that, as a woman, I
still have a lot to do and learn in
order to truly support everyone
who identifies as a woman.”
The most significant, and
most popular decoration was
a large mural made up of sixty
iconic women, including Hillary Clinton, Judith Butler, a
prominent feminist academic,
Alicia Garza, one of the founders of Black Lives Matter, and
Danica Roem, the first openly
transgender person to be elected and seated in a state legislature. More familiar women were
also included: Walters, O’Brien,
Adams and Lyons’ mothers and
sisters made the wall, and several friends submitted women
in their family for the wall. A
member of the Colby community, Professor Nikky Singh, the

Crawford Family Professor of
Religion, was also included.
Fundraising, activism and social justice is not unique on Colby’s campus, but it is very rare to
see these themes cross over into
weekend social life, especially in
the nightlife hub of the Alfond
Residence Complex. However,
with the success of this event
and the recent focus of the apartment selection process on civic
engagement, this could change.
Adams added, “I feel like a lot
of students view the apartments
simply as a place to go and get
drunk, and it was refreshing to
have an event on a Friday night
with an entirely different focus.
There was still plenty of dancing
and celebrating, but I hope (and
think) people got hyped off of
the empowering theme rather
than chugging beer.”
The organizers largely view

the event as a success, and not
just in financial terms. Adams
told the Echo “I felt empowered
in helping to create a women-dominated and women-celebrating space in the apartments
on a Friday night.” Walters also
pointed out that they learned a
lot during the planning process
about women’s rights, Planned
Parenthood, and healthcare for
women across Maine.
This is not the last event or
fundraiser of its kind this year;
Adams and Walters both agree
that this is something they
would be interested in doing
again, and next time involving
other student clubs and organizations. Walters also said “I
would especially love to see the
event occur at other schools. I
think small liberal arts schools
are especially conducive to this
kind of philanthropic party.”

Mind the gap: the gender disparity within Heights
Heights, from pg. 1
just screams masculinity
and grit; it’s a brick 80’s castle that constantly smells of
Domino’s and Axe.” Coakley
also recalled an exchange she
shared with the Heights custodian regarding this feeling.
“I remember the first weekend
back at school, and I woke up
early to get some water outside when I ran into this nice
janitor. I gave her a little smile
and she looked at me and said,
‘It’s so nice to have a girl in this
dorm! Finally, an ally!’”
However, her living situation hasn’t been completely
negative. In fact, Coakley and
Fitzpatrick both enjoy the
communal feel that Heights
offers. “I actually love having
a ton of boys living in Heights
because it’s like having an
infinite supply of brothers.
They’re all easy going and they
actually love to come hang
out in our quad because it’s so
girly and bright when juxtaposed to their rooms. Whenever we have guy friends over
they always comment on how
feminine, bright, and ‘homey’
our quad feels. There’s a nice
fluidity in how Heights people

socialize; we all kind of pop
into each other’s rooms (boys
and girls alike) throughout
the day, so it normalizes living
with mostly boys.”
The bathrooms still remain the biggest challenge
for Coakley, Fitzpatrick,
and their roommates, who
admit that they’ve created
a “buddy system” to shower. “[Showering] is actually
a terrifying experience. We
cannot tell you how many
times we’ve run into a herd
of guys in nothing but our
towels. Generally, our quad
tries to go in pairs to shower, because there’s nothing
more terrifying than running into a swarm of guys all
fighting for the shower. The
worst is when you’re already
in one of the showers, and
you can hear the boys waiting outside for you to finish
up. That, and then walking
out, soaked in your towel, is
very mortifying.”
For some of the men, it was
the similar community feel
cited by the women that drew
them to elect to live in Heights.
“I actually like Heights a lot
and the people that are here,”
Men’s Crew team captain To-

motaka Cho ’18 said. He lives
in a quad with three other
teammates. “People don’t like
it because of the smell and
sometimes how loud it can be
on the weekends, but everyone
gets along in the dorm so I
don’t mind it. It is convenient
having all of your friends in
one place and the rooms are
actually really nice.”
The Echo was also able to
discuss the gender disparity in
Heights with Community Advisor Omalara Akingba, whose
job is to navigate through and
take control of any dorm issues this year. “There are not
that many girls on my floor,
so the boys are with whom I
usually interact.” When asked
if this is difficult, Akingba responded, “I find myself being
straightforward and direct in
order to get across to many of
them. Not in a bad way, just
sometimes males think they
don’t have to listen to females,
especially one that is shorter
and smaller than them.”
It is not clear why Heights
has a legacy of being male
dominated, and there are several different speculated factors: does Heights attract interest from men, detract that

of women, or is it combination
of both? Akingba seems to
agree with the fact that it may
be a combination. “I think because of the kind of dorm that
Heights is, it naturally attracts
male sports teams.” She added,
“the reputation of Heights is
probably the cause of the gender disparity. Females are less
likely to willingly live somewhere with the reputation of
Heights, so it ends up being a
bit of a ‘boy’s club.’ I personally
don’t mind this, as all the trouble makers are in one place
and if necessary, they all go
down together.”
Heights’ design allows for
suite style living where all residents have singles and a large
common space, something that
is rare on Colby’s campus outside of the Alfond Apartment
Complex. The large common

spaces are conducive to having
large social gatherings and parties, so Heights is often dominated by either male sports
teams or friend groups who
turn to Heights after losing out
from an apartment pick.
Colby’s housing policy and housing selection
process is gender blind, so
housing decisions, with the
exception of residential life
for incoming first years, are
conducted with no consideration for gender breakdowns
in dorms. The Echo reached
out to the Office of Residential Life to comment on this
aspect of room draw, but did
not receive a response by
print time.
But is the concept of a
male dominated dorm really
an issue? Akingba seemed to
think that it was not neces-

sarily a problem, but more
a phenomenon. However,
like most past and current
Heights residents, she urges
the college to consider upgrading the building, since
the lack of amenities and
overall poor condition is
what initially drives many
students away. “Heights
needs to be revamped, remodeled and refurbished
to not look like a prison. It
is because of this that people have no qualms with
destroying it. If it looks as
clean as Frat Row, there
would be less damage to it.
We also need stricter punishments for letting sports
teams who are notorious for
partying into Heights and
hold them to a higher standard- people already assault
the apartments enough.”

Interested in writing hard hitting, investigative journalism? Love learning more about
Colby and its community? Apply to be News
Reporter at The Echo, Colby’s student run
newspaper! Please email abullock@colby.edu
if interested.
Courtesy of Claire Cahill
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Municipal election results: incumbents prevails
By Claire Borecki
Staff Writer

Republican Mayor Nick Isgro was re-elected to another
three-year term Tuesday
Nov. 7, defeating challengers Erik Thomas, a Democrat and former city councilor, and newcomer John
Levesque, an independent
candidate. Isgro received
1,737 votes to Thomas’ 1,496
and Levesque’s 258. Elections
were also held for several
Board of Education positions
and three City Councilors.
In a statement to the Morning Sentinel, Isgro reflected
on the election process and
considered the future of Waterville. “This was a campaign
where I was largely outspent,
and we had people from as
far away as Portland coming
in and going door-to-door to
campaign against me,” Isgro
said, “and I’m just so thrilled
that the people of Waterville
chose what we saw as the Waterville First campaign.”
Isgro was first elected mayor
in 2014. He helped to introduce the downtown revitalization project to enhance
economic development, expand the arts, and attract and
strengthen local business. Isgro worked with Colby President David Greene, city officials, downtown business
people and arts advocates to
breathe life into the project.
His continued focus will be
on infrastructure development
and job growth to help provide

more opportunities for people
to live and work in the City.
Isgro’s Democratic opponent Erik Thomas is a former
Planning Board member who
served on the City Council
from 2011 to 2014, and was
its chairman in 2013. During
his campaign, he stated that
he was running for mayor because he was concerned about
city government over the past
several years, and believes
some local officials are more
invested in gaining power by
misleading constituents than
they are in solving problems.
A second challenger, John
Levesque, who works as an
education coordinator and
consultant for Professional
Disability Associates and holds
registered nurse and paramedicine diplomas, said to the
Echo that one of his goals in
this race was to “bring civility
back to the process.” Levesque
also commented on his loss
in the election. “I would consider myself disappointed,” he
said, “I’m not exactly sure if I
will stay involved yet. But I do
want to work on ideas. And if
agencies and groups want to
work on ideas with me, I will
be interested in that.”
For Board of Education
positions, three incumbent
members faced challenges in
the Tuesday election. In Ward
2, incumbent board member
Susan Reisert, ’86, a pastor and
teacher, was challenged by
newcomer Patrick Roy for her
seat, which she has held since
2015. She won the election

with 307 votes to Roy’s 135.
“I’ve lived in the ward
since 1998 and my kids
grew up here,” Reisert commented, “and it’s a fairly
democratic area, which was
helpful in getting re-elected. I did a lot more knocking on doors than I had in
the past.”
Reisert hopes to focus on
raising the student cost, lowering student-teacher ratios,
and addressing issues common to economically disadvantaged and transient students. She credited her Colby
education for her interest in
some of these initiatives.
“Being a first generation student…it made me feel like
there were a lot of doors I
could open if I wanted to. If
a Colby student wants to be
involved [in politics] they
can be.”
In Ward 4, incumbent
MaryAnne Bernier, a Democrat, won the election for a
three-year term over newcomer Rebekah Kathryn
Collins, who ran with no
party affiliation. Bernier, an
educator, had been a Board
of Education member since
2003. Her platform emphasized supporting students in
courses such as mathematics
and social studies and helping
students who aim to receive
proficiency-based diplomas.
In Ward 5, incumbent
Mary Ellen Fitzpatrick, a 62
year old Idenpendent, was
defeated by Julian A. Payne,
a Democrat, for a two-year

Courtesy of Peter Brown
Incumbent Mayor-elect Nick Isgro (right), talks with democratic mayoral candidate Erik Thomas (left) and independent
mayoral candidate John Levesque (middle) at a debate on the Thomas College campus a week before the elections.

term. Fitzpatrick left her job
this may to fill in for Tiffany LaLiberty, who moved
out of the ward and was
thus forced to cede her job.
Payne, 48, a retired, stay at
home father, hopes to focus
on bridging the gap between
high school and college for
Waterville students.
Municipal elections also
filled three open positions
on City Council. Waterville
has a Council-Manager government system, meaning
that the City Manager is the
chief executive officer of the
City and both answers to and

reports to the Council.
The Council, the governing board of Waterville, is
made up of seven members.
The Council’s duties and
powers comprise many of
the procedures necessary to
govern the City of Waterville, including adopting the
annual budget of the City
and appropriating money for
City purposes. In wards 2,
4, and 6, Nathaniel J. White,
Sydney R. Mayhew, and
Winifred L. Tate were both
elected for three-year terms.
Mayhew, who ran a successful re-election campaign,

spoke to the Echo of the successful relationship between
Colby and Waterville, and
his aspirations for the future.
“ I am thrilled to be a part
of the close partnership that
has been conclusively brokered between the City and
Colby,” he said, “Our economic revitalization in reality would be not possible
without this productive relationship that mutually benefits each other long term.
Through increased economic activity we can fend off a
rising tax mill rate and encourage families to live here.”

November referendum: casino struck down, Medicaid expanded
By Ali Naseer

Local News Reporter
On Tuesday Nov. 7, Maine citizens were faced with a referendum.
Questions 1 and 2 elicited strong
emotions from voters, and ultimately engaged the community in
series of polarizing questions.
Voters resoundingly sttruck
down the proposal for a casino in
York county, which drew criticism
from corners of nearly all state paties. Question 2, on the other hand,
was just passed with a small majority of Mainards voting to expand
state-wide Medicaid benefits.
Question 1
The Echo reported in mid-September on global gambling developer Shawn Scott’s controversial
attempt to capture the rights to
build and operate Maine’s third casino in York County.
To summarize, Maine has a
citizen government initiative that
requires petitions which reach a set
amount of signatures to be voted
on in a statewide referendum.
The pro-casino lobby initially
canvassed towns, telling Mainers
the casino would bring thousands
of jobs, to collect the requisite
amount of signatures.
The opposition to the casino
plan was fierce, however, and included Governor Paul LePage, bipartisan senate alliances, and other
local government officials across
the state.
The opposition’s argument consisted of three primary points.
First, the petition the pro-casino
lobby showed to Mainers used
misleading language to ensure that,

if the statewide referendum passed,
only Scott and his company would
have the right to build and operate
the casino.
Second, state economists valued
the rights to own and operate a casino in York County at over $200
million, and Scott has a history
of obtaining the rights to operate
gambling institutions in Maine
only to immediately sell them for
a profit.
Finally, the $8.8 million procasino campaign had been illegally financed. Investigations
into the campaign’s finances
revealed it had been bankrolled
by a network of offshore firms,
which led to a $500,000 fine, the
largest for a campaign finance
violation in state history.
The opposition believed that
Shawn Scott and his business
partners intended to use Maine’s
citizen initiative program to obtain the rights to build and operate a casino in York County for
just $8.8 million in campaign
costs, and then immediately sell
these rights for a massive profit.
Rather than create jobs, the new
casino would hurt the current
Maine gambling industry.
Voters seemed to agree, rejecting the casino proposal by a substantial margin.
The Portland Press Herald
reported that Roy Lenardson,
spokesman for A Bad Deal for
Maine, a PAC which opposed
the casino, called the vote “a
case of democracy working.” He
added, ‘voters got the information they needed and they made
a good decision.’

The funding for programs to
inform and sway referendum voters to vote no on question one
was largely obtained from PACs
involving the current Maine gambling industry.
Question 2
Question two was added to the
ballot after Maine Equal Justice
Partners collected over 61,000

sured receive care.
Adrienne Carmack ’18, leader
of Colby’s chapter of the Planned
Parenthood Action Fund, said that
she and her group were “incredibly excited that the voters decided
to expand Medicaid to 70,000+
Mainers. Colby students canvassed
both on and off campus to make
sure folks were registered to vote

Voters struck down
the proposal for a Casino in York County 83.3
percent-16.7 percent.
signatures via the citizen initiative
program. The measure to expand
Medicaid as outlined by the Affordable Care Act passed by a 17.8
point margin.
Currently, full benefit MaineCare extends only to those earning
up to 105 percent of the federal
poverty line. This expansion will
extend full benefit MaineCare to
those adults earning up to 138
percent of the federal poverty line,
or $16,642 for an individual and
$24,600 for a family of four.
According to the Maine Office
of Program and Fiscal Review, this
will expand coverage to 80,000
Mainers. Supporters state that the
policy is intended to create jobs at
rural hospitals and help the unin-

and committed to vote Yes on two.”
Colby Planned Parenthood collaborated with Colby Democrats
to shuttle voters of all affiliations to
ballot sites. Colby Democrats also
distributed flyers in dorms to notify students of the impending vote.
Carmack added that the Medicaid expansion furthers Colby
Planned Parenthood’s “mission
of providing education about
and advocacy for inclusive and
accessible sexual and reproductive health care.”
Maine is one of 19 states in
which republican legislatures or
governors have previously refused
to expand Medicaid under the Affordable Care Act. LePage has vetoed expansion five times.

In the lead up to the vote, the
LePage administration and state
Republicans maintained their position that the proposed Medicaid
expansion is fiscally irresponsible,
pointing to former Governor Angus King’s 2002 expansion, which
led to budget shortfalls and late
Medicaid payments to hospitals.
The LePage administration has
estimated the cost of the present expansion at close to $100 million per
year, while the Office of Program and
Fiscal Review estimates the cost at
$54 million per year.
A legislative study found that
Medicaid expansion would bring
$1.2 billion in federal funds into
Maine through 2019, but opponents
of the expansion argue that these
funds threaten to take the place of
genuine solutions to poverty.
Former Maine politician and
current Colby Professor of Economics Dr. Jim Libby explained
the need for compromise at the
state level. He said, “I’m here to
train people to be independent.
That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
work with others, it means you
have to have skills. So when it
comes to the declaration of eligibility, it should not be arbitrary.”
Libby, who was a senator (RYork) during the King administration, also noted that budget shortfalls under King were likely not
directly related to Medicaid expansion. He explained that programs
like the business equipment tax
rebate program, which effectively
eliminated taxes on new in-state
business investment, increased
federal revenues and enabled
“more spending across the board,

lower tax rates, and rebuilding the
State House as well as roads and
bridges.” It could have been any
other part of the budget that suffered rather than the hospital payments. We did a lot under King.”
Libby added that genuine solutions to poverty in Maine should
start with education reform, saying
the system must “capture the student at the youngest possible age”
and perform gap analysis to apply
standards set by private schools to
public school systems.
Tuesday’s vote makes Maine the
first state to settle the expansion
question via referendum. The New
York Times reported that, of the remaining 18, Utah and Idaho now
have committees forming to place
a Medicaid expansion question on
next year’s ballot.
After the vote, LePage and state
Republicans pledged to block
any attempt to implement the approved measure, which requires
the state to borrow money from
outside financiers. But according to Maine’s constitution, any
voter-approved measure that requires the state to spend money
automatically becomes law in 45
days if money is not appropriated.
Democrats also threatened to sue
the governor if he refuses to implement the approved measure.
Carmack said, “Governor LePage’s comments that he will not
follow through with the expansion
are disturbing and disrespectful to
his constituents. If he takes any action to block Medicaid expansion,
you can be sure our group will be
working with Planned Parenthood
to fight back.”

Empty store fronts persist at 173 Main Street in Waterville
By Louisa Goldman
Associate Editor

..

Nestled on the corner of Main
Street and Appleton, the former
Hains building sits starkly barren
in downtown Waterville. Purchased by the college in 2015, the
College website boasts that the
property “is being renovated as a
mixed-use commercial building
with office space and ground-floor
retail.” Rumors of a Starbucks, Renys, or even a Trader Joe’s moving
into that retail space had circulated amongst students as they
speculated about Colby’s efforts
to “revitalize” the downtown area.
And until recently, a sign hanging
in the window of the ground floor
proudly exclaimed that it would be
“Opening in the summer of 2017!”
caused many Mules to believe that
the new business would be present by the time they returned from
summer break. Nevertheless, the
storefront remains empty.
Director of Commercial Real
Estate, Paul Ureneck, clarified in an
email interview with the Echo that
“The building was completed on
schedule in August, which is what
the signage refers to.” Indeed, nearly 15 College employees moved
to the second floor of the Hains
building in mid-August, and CGI,
an independent technology consulting company, has been set to
move in “soon”, the Echo reported.
Colby’s vice president of of planning, Brian Clark, has had a long
history working to effect town and/
or city revitalization. He worked
with President David Greene at the
University of Chicago through the
university’s efforts to revive Hyde
Park, and was hired by Colby in

2014. In an interview with the
Echo, he explained the process
through which CGI plans to move
into the Hains Building; one that is
most likely familiar to him.
“CGI will occupy the third
floor, likely beginning midDecember,” Clark said. “As they
continue to ramp up their hiring over time, they have cascading options with the building so
as they outgrow the third floor,
they will take over the fourth
floor and as they outgrow that,
they will ultimately occupy the
second floor, at which point we
will find additional space for
Colby staff.”
This optimism regarding
the eventual growth and revitalization of Waterville is not
uncommon among Colby employees, and even downtown
residents themselves.
Ureneck described his excitement about recent developments in the area. “Several new
shops and restaurants have opened
downtown recently, including
Itali-ah, Enchanted Herbs and
Teas, Proper Pig, Edward Jones
Investments, a new antique mall
in the Hathaway complex and a
new antique shop on Appleton
Street,” Ureneck commented. “It’s
encouraging to see new businesses
opening downtown alongside the
investments Colby is making and
the feedback we are hearing from
property owners and prospective retailers is the infusion of new
workers and new residents (when
the student apartment complex
opens) is beginning to drive new
retail activity.”
Itali-ah, the aforementioned
Italian restaurant, opened on

Main Street in September. Owner
Jennifer Bergeron expressed her
excitement about the College’s investment in Waterville at that time,
“a strong belief in the renewal of
downtown Waterville was the impetus for the restaurant side of the
business.” Since Itali-ah’s opening,
one more business has moved into
town--the aforementioned antique
mall. Enchanted Herbs and Teas,
Proper Pig, and Edward Jones Investments all opened within the
past year.
Other local business owners
have expressed their concerns
about the Colleges revitalization
efforts, specifically the retail space
on the ground floor of the Hains
building. In an October interview
with the Echo, Bobby McGee, the
owner of Selah Tea coffee shop
- which neighbors the 173 Main
Street property- described his
worries on the matter.
“I feel like [Waterville residents’] voices have been heard
but I don’t know if any action
has been taken based on what
they’re saying,” Mcgee said. McGee is especially worried about
the lack of parking resulting
from the new dorm’s location on
the Concourse parking lot, and
the potential business threat a
new coffee shop on the ground
floor of the Hains Building
would pose.
“One of the things Colby
has been very cognizant of is
the disruption of downtown
life that construction causes,
particularly with Selah Tea
(understanding that they are
severely impacted by the construction), “ Clark reassured,
“We have used them for a lot of

Courtessy of Peter Brown
The former Hains Building on Main Street (above) was purchased by Colby in 2015 and is set to house a
software consulting company and groundfloor retail shops, neither of which have moved in and are empty.

the downtown events in terms
of catering.”
Nevertheless, local businesses and Colby students
alike are interested to find out
which retailers will be moving
downtown, and the impact
they will have on the surrounding area. “I’ve heard lots
of rumors about a Trader Joe’s
going in somewhere downtown,” Clark said, “I can’t really give you any details on
specific retailers, only because
we are in negotiations right
now. What I will tell you is
this: we are very close to announcing our new retail client, which will be occupying

the space on the right of the
[of the Hains building]. Our
hope is that by early next year,
so after Jan Plan, there will be
something substantial there.”
Clark admits that marketing the space has been difficult, but a nice challenge. “Retailers are a little tricky-they
want to see progress,” Clark
said, “We have been very purposeful about trying to communicate through the media
[about the progress that is going on downtown] and have
been working off student suggestions, understanding what
they want to see opening up
downtown. With that in mind,

we have been actively recruiting and evaluating different
options for that and other retail spaces, located along Main
street and on the ground floor
of the new dorm.” Clark added
that he expects “next summer,
when the dorm is about to
open, that is when all the retail will flood in. That is what
we saw in Chicago, and what I
expect will happen here.”
Clark and Ureneck share a
seemingly undying optimism
about the College’s revitalization efforts within the town;
an optimism that prevails
even when results are not
completely evident.
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Faces of Colby: Bon Appetit’s Michael Foss
By Sarah Warner
Staff Writer

Colby students love food
and visit the dining halls
often. After long days
of practice, classes, and
studying, they enjoy sitting
down to a good meal. With
accessibility to online dining hall menus, it is easy
for students to take their
pick from a wide range of
cuisines. Much of this variety is due to Michael Foss,
a Dining Services Manager here. He, along with
the other Dining Services
Managers, oversee the operations of the dining halls
and are responsible for
many of the culinary options students have, from
burrito bars to build-yourown noodle bowl stations.
“We always try for lots
of options,” Foss said of
the menus. “It’s hit or miss
sometimes, some days, the
menus are better, and some
days they’re worse, but ultimately, there’s effort going
into the food we put out every single day.”
Foss is relatively new to

Colby, having held his job for
a little over a year. According
to Foss, he came on when
Colby switched from Sodexo
to Bon Appetit Management
Company. This change was
something that not only increased the quality of food
served in the dining halls but
also attracted new employees, like Foss, as others left
with Sodexo.
“When I first came here,
I applied with Sodexo. They
offered me a job for $12.50
an hour, which isn’t a lot. I
thought ‘I’m looking for a
change, not actual change’.
But then, Bon Appetit came
and took over, and I was able
to get a better position as a
manager, and now here I am.”
However, despite the fact
that Foss has only worked
at Colby for about a year,
the local Maine resident has
been familiar with the school
for a long time.
“I’ve always spent a lot of
time on the Colby campus. Actually, I’m a part of this group
with a bunch of other people.
it’s called the OFFL, which
stands for the Old Folks Football League. It’s a group here at

Courtsey of Sarah Warner
Colby’s Dining Services Manager Michael Foss helps maintain variety in
the school’s three dining halls, keeping students happy and coming back.

Colby that meets on Sundays.
I’ve been playing with them
for a while, I think for the past

seven or eight years. And I’ve
been playing basketball here
for 16 years. It also helps that

my wife works here. She works
in development. So even before I got this job, I knew the
school pretty well. I think that
really helped push me towards
my current position.”
According to Foss, he had
worked over 50 jobs before
Colby-- in his words “way too
many to count.” His longestheld position was at an Applebee’s, where he worked for 14
years. However, even in light
of this breadth of experience,
Foss claims his position at
Colby is the most rewarding
job he has held yet.
“I just really enjoy it here.
Everyday is different, everyday
is something new and it’s such
a good environment to work
in. I’d really just like to thank
the students here for that. I
honestly was, being new to
the college scene, expecting
a lot more chaos, but I’d like
to thank them for their manners. I’ve heard some interesting stories from the Spa, but
I haven’t really encountered
any wild college antics myself.
In the dining halls, everyone
is polite and seems to respect
what we do. It’s nice coming
into work everyday and know-

ing you are appreciated.”
Foss also claims that the
athletic facilities are another
big bonus of working at Colby, especially with the new
athletic center that is currently being constructed by
Johnson Pond.
“I am looking forward to
[it’s completion]. I love sports,
and so I love taking advantage
of all the facilities offered by
Colby. I play basketball here,
I play hockey, I play on the
tennis courts, all of it. Funnily
enough, I don’t actually follow
any sports teams or anything,
but I just love to play, and I
love it here.”
Foss can be spotted in
any of the dining halls on
campus, whether it be interacting with other staff
members or swiping cards
and chatting with students.
If you’re interested in
learning more about him,
he would be happy to talk
to you, either in the dining
hall or just around campus.
When asked what he wanted to say to Colby students,
he summed it up in a simple but sweet five words.
“Thank you, and bon appetit!”

Students continue Johnson Day tradition
By Hannah Southwick
Staff Writer

While some college athletes
seek only to attain individual
status and recognition, for
many Colby students being
part of a team has instilled
the value of working towards
a shared purpose. Whether
fostering change on a global
level or inspiring involvement
within Waterville, numerous
Colby teams are using their
spare time to engage with the
community and perform service projects.
For Lucy Dembeck ’19,
seeking opportunities to
get involved outside of
Colby is integral to her role
as president of the subcommittee on community engagement within Colby’s
Student Athlete Advisory
Committee (SAAC).
“Reaching out to the community incorporates the teamwork you have within the
team, while branching it out to
helping other groups,” Dembeck said in an interview with
the Echo. “That’s really big because it’s taking what being on
a team teaches you and trying
to go out into the world and
apply it more.”
Chapters of SAAC are active at
all NESCAC schools and involve
athletes from every sport in order to give a voice to the studentathlete community. In addition to
its members, three presidents run
subcommittees focusing on the
group’s three main goals: fostering
physical well-being and mental
wellbeing, cultivating school spirit
by encouraging athletes to support each other, and promoting
civic engagement.
Two of the presidents recently attended a conference at

Tufts University to learn about
programs at other NESCAC
schools. The group has since
been inspired to expand its
influence and seek opportunities to grow in all three areas
of interest. For Dembeck, this
has meant collaborating with
coaches and athletes to pursue
projects in the community.
“The best way to find community events is to reach out
to our coaches who have an
idea of how we can help out,”
Dembeck explained. “We are
hoping we can work off of
those little things and get the
whole SAAC team involved.”
The swim team embodied
this goal by collaborating with
other athletes to organize a
“swimathon,” in the Colby
pool in October to raise money
for relief efforts in Puerto Rico
following Hurricane Maria.
Emily Ambeliotis ’20, who
planned the event with teammate Allie Douma ’20, said the
swim was part of their team’s
commitment to doing service
projects regularly.
“Each year we try to do a community service project or two,”
Ambeliotis explained. “Since
normally in the wintertime we
go on a training trip to Puerto
Rico, we thought it would be…
important to help them out, especially because we are able to
benefit from such an amazing
and beautiful place annually.”
Over 40 students, mainly
athletes from the swim and
track teams, participated in
the hour-long swimathon
and fundraised by encouraging friends and family to
donate money per lap or to
contribute a fixed dollar
amount. In total, the event
raised over $4,000 for United for Puerto Rico, or Fon-

dos Unidos for Puerto Rico,
an organization established
by the First Lady of Puerto
Rico to provide aid to hurricane victims.
“Allie [Douma] and I were
just talking and we were like
something important needs to
happen,” Ambeliotis said. “We
wanted to do something that
would engage the whole team.”
While the swimathon’s impact was outside of the United States, some sports teams
focus their service efforts
within the Colby community
itself. During Johnson Day
last weekend, students, including members of the tennis and crew teams, worked
in groups to help the Physical Plant Department (PPD)
with planting, raking and
Courtsey of Tony Karalekas
other grounds maintenance.
“It’s important to participate in Colby Filed Hockey volunteers for Johnson Day with Physical Pant worker. Kevin, by picking up cans and bottles around campus.
events like this because it builds a
respect for the campus we’re on fore Alumni Weekend in the tions of athletes. As a mem- the wood they chop at a disand for the people who are work- spring, while raising aware- ber of the women’s hockey counted price.
ing for us every day,” women’s crew ness for mental health through team, Dembeck spends time
“There have been a number
team captain Katy Donchik ’18 the annual Tony Marin Day, on Sundays skating with local of homeowners that have been
said. “It also gives us an opportu- an initiative in memory of a kids involved with Waterville able to heat their homes afnity to bond as a team in a way that former physical plant worker youth hockey.
fordably because of us, wherewe wouldn’t otherwise be able to who took his own life. FootThe Colby Woodsmen team, as they may not have been able
do simply in practice.”
ball players also volunteer at a unique group on campus that to heat their homes before,”
The crew team also gives back in recess at the Hall School in cultivates old-time logging Zebrowski said.
the fall through their annual Hume Waterville, hold a push-up skills, also connects with chilIn the future, SAAC hopes
Center Cleanup Day, when mem- challenge to raise money for dren and the community by to increase the number of civic
bers of the team help maintain the charity, and visit Alzheimer’s performing at local fairs and engagement projects occurfacilities they use for rowing.
care facilities through the events. After the demonstra- ring within athletics and will
“The crew team has worked Cure the Cloud group.
tion, children are given the op- continue to promote the efreally hard to get involved
“We have such a platform portunity to try out their own forts of teams.
with the community,” Don- here,” football player Shane logging skills.
“You spend so much time
chik said. “The Hume fam- Normandeau ’19 said. “We
“We had some five or six with your sports team and
ily is generous enough to are given the opportunity to year olds doing some saw- you become really close,”
let Colby students use their make a difference on so many ing,” men’s captain Wes Ze- Ambeliotis explained.
“I
space for recreation and for levels, since we already have browski ’18 said. “I think it’s think doing community serrowing…the cleanup day is a sound organization of 75 a cool experience for them to vice offers a place where you
just a simple way we’re able to players plus eight coaches that do something that they nor- can think about your role as
give back to the family who is can make a difference.”
mally wouldn’t get to do.”
a person within the commuconstantly helping us out.”
Many teams chose to use
The Woodsmen team also nity and how being a student
Similarly, the football team their platform to inspire and gives back to the community at Colby is more than saying
will help clean the campus be- connect with future genera- in a distinctive way by selling you’re an athlete.”

Bobs employees voice concerns Colby Cartoons!
on dining hall work conditions
By James Burnett
Features Reporter

A wide array of student activist organizations, like the
Students Organized for Black
and Latinx Unity and the Four
Winds Native American Alliance, play important roles in
protecting and advocating for
the rights of certain groups at
Colby. One group on campus,
however, seems to be lacking
an advocacy organization—
Colby’s dining hall staff.
Colby used to have an active group called United for
Better Dining Services which
organized for dining hall
workers’ rights by holding
teach-ins, starting petitions,
and advocating for stronger
benefits. Now, the group appears to be inactive; there is
no mention of the organization on Colby’s online list of
clubs, and the last post on the
group’s Facebook page dates
all the way back to February
of 2016.
On the club’s inactive website, however, there remains a
compelling argument for why
the dining hall workers deserve a student activist group
that looks out for the workers’ best interests; in order for
Colby to truly call itself one
community, every individual’s
rights must be protected from
students, to faculty, to staff, to
dining hall workers. How can
the Colby affirmation really
state that we are dedicated to
the “well-being of all its members” if no one is organizing to
protect dining hall workers?
A new student-led coalition
for dining hall workers would

Courtsey of James Burnett
Robert’s dining hall lacks a central air conditioning system and
owns only a few industrial sized fans to compensate for the heat.

already have its work cut out
for it. An employee of Robert’s dining hall told The Echo
that “what makes me so upset is that we do not have any
air conditioning in the dish
rooms in the dining halls. And
Colby College is buying buildings in the town and spending
money but nobody cares if we
are dying in the heat or not.”
The employee explained
that Robert’s dish room has
just one window which can
only be opened about a foot
wide. In addition, the room
has fans that are supposed to
lower the high temperature
caused by hot water, pots, and
pans. But the employee stated
that the room is still too hot
in the summer and that “two
cooks had to go to the hospital from overheating and
two employees called OSHA
[the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration].”
The employee further explained that “I usually don’t

work during the summer but I
think it’s unfair because I can
see people working in the dining halls very hard. A few years
ago when they rebuilt Robert’s
dining hall I asked if we would
have air conditioning. And I
was told no you will not because you will have dials on
the floor to keep you cool. Of
course there are no dials. But
that’s what I was told.”
General Manager of Bon
Appétit’s Dining Services
Marietta A. Lamarre and
Robert’s Director of Operations Mark Stamper deny the
employee’s account that two
cooks had to go to the hospital from overheating. Lamarre admitted that OSHA
was called but claimed the
agency did not visit the
school after PPD and the
dining service communicated details of specific temperature-control equipment
directly to them.
Lamarre explained that

PPD rather than Bon Appétit
is responsible for the dining
hall buildings themselves, including regarding issues such
as ventilation and air conditioning. For Bon Appétit’s
part, Lamarre explained that
workers who are too hot are
told to “take a break, sit down
and drink some water. We’ve
brought Gatorade over here
and other things like that for
them to drink. We’ve added
fans—they’ve got a giant fan
in [Robert’s dish room].”
Stamper further explained
that “we feel we take very
good care of our employees;
we offer them benefits, we
pay for their uniforms, they
don’t have to wash their own
uniforms, they get free meals,
and they get regular breaks.
In the hospitality business
we are well above the curve
for taking care of our employees”. Lamarre added that
“they’re eligible for benefits,
sick time pay, holiday pay,
and bereavement pay. I just
went to a meeting where [the
school] thanked me for doing all the events for the Dare
Northward capital campaign
but I said ‘no it wasn’t me, it
was my staff.’”
A student activist organization protecting the role of
dining hall workers would
be able to play an important role in talking to dining hall workers to confirm
or deny the Robert’s employee’s allegation that two
chefs had to be taken to the
hospital from overheating.
As of now, without such a
group, members of the Colby community will never be
able to learn the truth.

Courtesy of Claire Cahill
As the winter weather creeps towards Colby, the students begin
to wonder if “daring Northward” is the right direction. Bundle up!
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Pen to Paper: In
Defense of Two
Girls Walking
By Mattie Leila Wyndham
Defend the prayer all you’d
like, but my knees never met
the ground with very much grace.
So it is no wonder that
upon seeing two girls walking,
a sapling tree sprouts from inside
my lungs. It feels not like the oak
transpiring from the autumnal ground,
or even like the pine whose
needles tumble down to press briefly
against uncovered toes. No,
the sapling tree inside my lungs grows
like their laughter—in spirals
and with plumes that taste of
plums fresh from October’s morning glean.
Two girls walking bounce off the
pavement, with their breath smelling of
scratched records. I smell it from
all the way back here. With each waft,
a leaf stretches around my
vertebrae, and I can see into my spine, so
I know how very green
I am becoming. I am unbecoming.
Like the browning red swirling
pass the acorns, my pupils
lift their reflection up out of
the present and into this atmosphere of
gratitude. Tonight, before my mattress
remembers the way hands knotted
around my hair, I will turn to my roommate
and tell her of these two girls walking and how
each rooted being grew in order to paint this
New England fall. I will see the world
all yellow when she says,
you must end moments like these with
amen.

Courtsey of Nina Oleynik
The facade of Frontier is minimal but warm and inviting once guests step inside.

Courtesy of Nina Oleynik
Frontier’s café section delights customers with housemade coffee drinks, teas, bakery items and snacks. This space has abundant natural
light and ample seating for studying or enjoying a drink. A nice place to do work, enjoy coffee with friends, or any other casual occasion.

The arts converge at Frontier Café, Cinema & Gallery
By Nina Oleynik
Associate Editor

Just under an hour away,
Brunswick offers an alternative to the regular downtown
Waterville restaurant scene.
Frontier Café, Cinema & Gallery is one of many shops and
restaurants located in the heart
of Brunswick, home to NESCAC rival Bowdoin College.
The eclectic menu and inviting atmosphere coupled with
a gallery wall to display local
Maine artists, and a screening room and event venue all
make Frontier a dynamic and
versatile space where fine dining and the arts come together.
Founded by Michael Gilroy
with the vision of bringing a
global experience of food, music and art, Frontier encourages their guests to step outside
of their comfort zones. According to their mission statement, Frontier is “committed
to blending fresh local and
seasonal ingredients, world
flavors, and culinary traditions
with engaging events that encourage cultural and community exchange. Frontier welcomes you to come in…and
go beyond.”
The large dining area overlooks the Topsham Dam,
with bright light streaming in
from large windows, aided by
funky overhead lighting. They
have a full service bar as well
as a large menu featuring interesting items such as a kimchi bowl, seared sea scallops,
and a wide selection of burgers and sandwiches.
Each dish is made with
mastery and an artful touch
reflecting the creative-minded
space. One whole section of
the menu is dedicated to a
“market plate” option where
diners can choose from precrafted cheese and hummus

plates, or create their own
from a variety of breads, meats
and cheeses. These plates offer both local flavors as well as
inspiration from around the
world such as the Middle Eastern plate with falafel, tzatziki
sauce, artichoke heart, grilled
naan and much more. As a
nod to Maine wildlife, their
menu even includes a message
about the restaurant’s commitment to serving exclusively
and responsibly harvested seafood from the Gulf of Maine.
In addition to the more formal dining space, there is also
a small café counter as you first
enter the restaurant, serving
handcrafted coffee drinks and
pastries, easy for carrying out
on cold Maine days.
Another important facet of
Frontier is its gallery space.
The gallery space in the dining room, which is distributed
across several walls, features
rotating exhibitions that show
for about two to three months,
according to their website. The
current show, titled Material
Possibilities, which runs from
Oct. 3 to Nov. 13, is by local
artist Mildred Johnson. The
late artist’s works are in the
media of assemblage art and
other 2D works. The show features a range of abstract works
on paper as well as 3D sculptures of hybrid materials such
as wheels, nails and bells. This
exhibit is curated by Susan
Westly Wren of West Island
Gallery, as noted on its website. All the works shown in
Frontier’s gallery space are for
sale, unless otherwise noted.
Frontier’s film exhibition
showcases independent productions that cover a range
of different genres including
documentary, art, adventure
and more. They are currently
showing the documentary
Trophy until Nov. 16. This

film explores issues of animal
conservation and commodification through the eyes of
directors Shaul Schwarz and
Christina Clusiau. Tickets are
$8 for adults and $7 for students and children.
Frontier also offers a space
for small, intimate live music
in a seated environment. They
host a range of artists from
jazz to folk and everything in
between. An upcoming show
on Nov. 22 features LQH, a
Portland based jazz trio that
performs its own music in addition to covering other artists.

Admission is free.
If you happen to drop by for
any of these upcoming events,
don’t miss Frontier’s selection
of Maine root sodas as well
as their delicious vegan nachos for a twist on your usual
pub fare. Frontier’s restaurant
hours are Tuesday-Thursday
11 a.m.- 9 p.m., Friday to Saturday 11a.m.-10p.m. and Sun
11a.m.-9p.m. You can check
out more about their upcoming exhibitions, shows and
screenings with the following
link: https://www.explorefrontier.com/events/all.

Courtesy of Nina Oleynik
Even though vegan dishes don’t usually elicit excitement from most, these
nachos, topped with cashew cheese, corn, and green onion are a can’t miss.

Courtesy of Nina Oleynik
Frontier’s open-air dining space features a full service bar with interesting house-made cocktails, beers, wine, Maine root sodas and more.

Quinn XCII takes Page Commons by storm
By Charlotte Marratta
A&E Reporter

Courtesy of Camila di Galoma
Quinn XCII seemed unphased by the large and boisterous crowd
jumping around on Saturday night and often lowered his own music to include concert-goers voices in one big jovial singalong.

After the chaos and disappointment that ensued at last
year’s fall concert, the anticipation for an all around better
experience this year was at an
all-time high. As Saturday grew
closer, students wondered if
the Quinn XCII concert would
mirror the disorganization,
and instability of last year’s Kesha concert. “It was a complete
180,” Clay Rowland ’18 commented, “everything from SPB’s
end, to getting people in, to the
atmosphere. Last year felt very
hostile, I felt like I didn’t know
anyone in the crowd. This year
the acoustics were way better
and there was overall a very upbeat and positive vibe.”
On Saturday, Nov. 11, Quinn
XCII performed in Page Commons, following DJ Tonedeff
and Almand. One by one the
hands of Colby students were
stamped with the Student
Programming Board (SPB)
logo as they hurried into Page
Commons. Flashing lights of
blue and green illuminated
the otherwise dimly lit venue,
sporadically lighting the dancing crowd, boucing hair, and
waving arms. Colby’s very
own Tony Karalekas ’18, also
known as DJ Tonedeff, kicked
off what would be his biggest
event to date. “It was honestly
a surreal experience. I did not
expect that many people to
show up for the opening,” Karalekas said. As a DJ, opening
for Almand and Quinn XCII
in front of approximately 800
Colby students and friends is a
monumental experience. “I’ve
always wondered what it’s like
to be on stage controlling the
crowd and I actually got to do

it. My adrenaline was definitely
pumping. I had a blast.”
Following DJ Tonedeff was
musical artist, Almand a recent
graduate of Ithaca College. Notorious for his electronic dance
music, Almand mainly produces remixes with the exception of his debut single, “Don’t
Manipulate,” which came out
in the fall 2016 under PRMD
Records. The crowd went wild
as he pumped energy and dynamism into Colby’s Saturday
night. With his floppy hair,
energetic presence, and move
to take his pants off almost immediately after taking the stage,
Almand’s confident personality injected the crowd with an
excitement for the main performance yet to come. “I think
Almand killed it. Definitely set
the scene for Quinn XCII,” said
Stefan Kohli ’18, Co-Chair of
Concert and Live Music Programming for SPB.
New to the role, Kohli,
alongside Renner Thomas ’19,
is responsible for organizing
Colby’s fall and spring concerts
as well as other musical events,
such as the recent performance
of Jeremy Zucker. Luckily for
Colby students, Kohli, due to
his rapid climb as a professional
photographer, has a unique position in the world of musical
artists. In August of 2016, Kohli
and Quinn XCII became fast
friends after working together
at the Billboard Hot 100 Music
Festival. “I just reached out and
he happened to be free when we
wanted him,” Kohli said. As a
talented artist on the rise, Kohli
felt Quinn XCII would be perfect for Colby’s fall concert. “I
was constantly hearing his music around campus and could
tell there was a widespread
student interest,” he said. And

he was right. Colby went crazy
over his performance.
“It was by far the best Colby
concert I’ve been to,” Eliza Liebler ’18 said. In agreement,
Anna Gildea ’20 exclaimed, “It
was sick! Page was a surprising-

“He’s such a
normal, nice
guy. He was
willing to have
serveral conversations with
Colby students.”
Weston Muench ‘18

ly perfect venue, and because of
the layering of the floors everybody was pretty close to him
and that made it extra intimate
and fun.” There was great enthusiasm over the venue compared to that of last year’s fall
concert, the Athletic Center.
Logistically, Page was the perfect size, entry was a lot easier
and smoother, and there was
no hostility or impatience catalyzed by long lines. “We wanted
to keep the concert smaller due
to last year’s situation so kept
it closed to the Colby community, which enabled us to
make it free,” Kohli commented. Weston Muench ’18 added
“Colby students loved being
around other Colby students.
It made for an overall safer and
more friendly environment.”
While the organization,

venue, and crowd size make
for the perfect event, Quinn
XCII’s performance exceeded
all expectations. A Michigan
native, Quinn XCII was attending Michigan State University
when he began making music
with childhood friend and producer Ayokay, eventually leading to the release of his second
EP, Change of Scenery. In 2016,
a year after releasing his third
EP, Bloom, also produced by
Ayokay, Quinn XCII dropped
his first album, The Story of Us,
on Sept. 15, 2017, under Columbia Records. Since then,
Quinn XCII has been taking
the world by storm on his completely sold out tour. Lining up
with its end, the timing of Colby’s concert was impeccable,
capping off Quinn XCII’s 28
sold out shows.
Quinn XCII’s popularity has
skyrocketed due to his unique
sound. Through his creative
combination of reggae, hiphop, rap, and electronic music,
he produces a novel sound and
genre. As he took the stage,
Colby students cheered, making their way towards the front
of the stage, eager to get as close
to the talent as possible. Opening with, “Worst,” Quinn XCII
had students belting along
from the get-go. Quinn XCII
closed with his popular hit,
“Straightjacket,” and the crowd
danced and sang along.
Despite his rising fame,
Quinn XCII exudes humility. “He’s such a normal, nice
guy. He was willing to have
several conversations with
Colby students and he was
as interested in us as we were
in him,” Muench said. Kohli
added, “He’s very easy to work
with and just all around really
friendly and fun.”
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On the outside looking in: the musings of a low-income student
B Y T AMAR C IMENIAN
Contributing Writer

I suppose it’s a bit cliché
to say that I feel like more of
an outsider at Colby than I
do anywhere else, but what
term other than “outsider”
(or perhaps “imposter”)
could be used to describe
a working-class individual
at an elite liberal arts college with at $60,000 plus
tuition? That’s more than
twice my family’s annual
income. Back in my small
Maine hometown, in its
small public high school,
the middle class was the
majority, and there were
just as many students at or
below my family’s income
level as above. Everyone
knew who the few “rich”
kids were, and mocked
them relentlessly. When I
arrived at Colby the rich
were no longer the few.
These people were so confident, so attractive in their
confidence – so obviously
wealthy (or well-off, at the
very least), able to pay their
own way. I was immediately
intimidated by them, unable to insult them the way
I heard so many other less
fortunate peers do. They
weren’t dependent on massive amounts of financial
aid, weren’t expected to
work their backsides off in
hopes of earning their place

at a university made for
people of their standing.
Really, I envied the scholarship students. Questbridge.
Bunche.
Posse.
They, at least, could claim
ownership of the “low-income,
underrepresented,
high-achieving”
identity
like a badge of honor. I
didn’t have the security of
that label or that pride in
my working-class roots. I
learned very quickly how
shameful it was to associate oneself with blue-collar
work. When a senior in the
wind ensemble was lamenting her currently fruitless
job search I jokingly asked
her if she wanted to work
for my father, a convenience
store owner. I will never forget that look of cold, condescending disbelief, never
mind the flat refusal of the
ironic but oh-so-ill-timed
offer. If this woman – someone I’d deemed a friend,
someone who’d never struck
me as particularly high on
the societal ladder – viewed
trade with such disdain,
how much more puissant
would that sentiment be
coming from a more privileged student?
I’ve long believed that socioeconomic status, more
than race, gender, or any
other identity-politics dividing factor combined,
separates society. Really,

only the rich have the luxury of going to college for no
reason other than studying.
In maintaining a place at
this college, of course, I’m
being hypocritical, but I
have to wonder, often, if I’d
have been better off going
straight to work rather than
wasting me and my father’s
hard-earned money on a
degree that may not get me
anywhere. Those with money to spare have no need
to trouble themselves with
anything of the sort. They
can afford, quite literally, to
spend four years studying
art or film theory or gender
studies, no matter that such
qualifications equip one to
do little more than teach
in the long run – though I
don’t mean to decry nonacademic work. Actually, I
think it’s far more valuable
than unremitting assignments. Work is where I and
many others feel truly imbued with a purpose.
Over the course of seven
years I’ve been a sandwich
maker, a motel chambermaid, and an amusement
park ride operator; it’s easy
enough to complain about
jobs like that, but the fact
remains that you’re helping people, and learning
to navigate among them
as one of them. You’re not
tucked away in some elite
college learning things

that ordinary folk don’t
know exist. You’re actually
out in the real world, and
I think that’s an experience
most colleges, to the detriment of their students’ capabilities for success, fail
to push adequately.
This sort of blue-collar
work is a reality for many
students immediately after

“I’ve long believed
that socioeconomic status,
more than race,
gender, or any
other identitypolitics dividing
factor combined,
separates society.”
graduation, or is at least
expected by Ivy Leaguers. All that talk circulating with each new batch of
incoming freshmen, about
the “Colby bubble”? The
easiest way to break that is
for students to break away
from their sense of superiority. Going to college
doesn’t make anyone better

than the average American.
They may be better able to
articulate an opinion on a
complex issue, but in the
long run, how is that any
more important than, say,
knowing how to repair a car
or home plumbing system?
Certainly most people wish
for more than labor in life,
but exposure to it in early
adulthood can only make a
person stronger. College is
something many privileged
students seem to take for
granted, because they’ve
never been faced with the
possibility that they might
be the ones on their feet a
full day, living from paycheck to paycheck. And if
they take it for granted, how
can they be expected to fully appreciate the learning
they’re doing? The smartest individuals out there
are the ones able to couple
intellect with humility. Humility in the classroom, or
the debate, when one’s opponent presents more compelling evidence or a particularly
well-conceived
mode of alternate thought
– and humility in the world
at large: a willingness to
get one’s hands dirty in the
pursuit of knowledge and
a broader understanding
of humanity. An ability to
see the less fortunate, the
working poor, not as intellectual inferiors but as cru-

cial players in the working of society as a whole.
Cogs turning the wheel
for the educated and wellto-do to drive the vehicle
of life along.
I’m reminded of the
Campus Climate Survey:
all those questions about
whether students felt if
they “belonged” at Colby,
“felt valued” here. I wonder
why there wasn’t a single
question addressing socioeconomic status, whether
there might have been a
correlation between that
and perception of worth.
I wonder if I’m the only
one who feels her attendance is a betrayal of her
place in society, who thinks
she has no right to mingle
with the elites and expect
to be viewed as their equals
in a professional or social
setting. Who longs to shout
“I am not, and never will
be like you” to all those
people who stroll so easily
through life, everything organized – trips abroad and
prestigious internships, research opportunities, and
company positions peppering futures paved with
gold. I wonder if those
people sense the disparity
as clearly as I do. There’s no
comfortable place for a cog
pulled from its fellows and
told to become a wheel. It
simply doesn’t fit.

Hidden message behind the Colby sweatshirt
BY HIMANSHU BHURTEL
Contributing Writer

Wikipedia describes school
spirit as “the sense of identity and community shared
by members of an educational
institution.” Even without this
definition, however, I knew
about school spirit in U.S. colleges even before I boarded my
airplane to start my freshman
year at Colby.
When I first began to consider writing an article about
the first year experience,
school spirit at Colby seemed
the perfect topic to focus on.
I decided to format my article
more around asking questions
rather than answering them, in
an attempt to inspire the Colby
community to ask questions
about issues they might otherwise have ignored.
When I first arrived at
Colby, even in the relatively

warm weather, I already saw
sweatshirts in white, blue and
gray emblazoned with “COLBY.” People must be proud
they are at Colby, I thought to

“Are we being hypocritical when
we all wear or use Colby merchandise but don’t believe in
the values it represents?”
myself, though this thought
was soon refuted by the many
Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth
sweatshirts I also saw around
campus (thankfully no Bowdoin or Bates).
Still, the initial impression of
school spirit formulated in my
mind was of the need to show
school spirit by buying, wear-
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a long way in integrating into
this community and feeling
at home.
Perhaps this is where this
article takes a turn. How well
does this somewhat extravagant display represent the true
school spirit in Colby students?
Writing from a first-year’s point
of view, there have been many
occasions where students have
expressed their dissatisfaction
on campus. Not to juxtapose
general dissatisfaction with
the wearing of a sweatshirt,
but when these expressions of
discontent surround issues like
inclusivity, diversity and community, it merits some thought.
Are we being hypocritical
when we all wear or use Colby
merchandise but don’t believe
in the values it represents? “We
Are All Mules,” and yet my experiences so far beg the question: are we really?
Referring to the first sentence

of this article again, school spir-

The College’s
bookstore
website urges
students to
“own a classic” above a
photo of the
“iconic Colby
sweatshirt.”
it is the sense of “identity and
community” within a college.
Before I arrived, Colby was
always advertised as having a

tight-knit community. I never
expected to know the birthday
of all students and faculty, but
I did have higher expectations.
Perhaps my definitions of a
close community were not consistent with Colby’s. Or perhaps
it was simply a symptom of being used to being in a different
academic environment.
I am not saying we should
all stop wearing sweatshirts
until we figure out how we can
truly show school spirit. After
all, winter has finally come and
they are probably bestsellers at
the bookstore. Nevertheless,
pondering the wider implications of how we display school
spirit is a necessity in an institution like Colby. “How is the
sense of identity and community being shown in my daily
life at Colby?” This is a question
worth asking and reminding
yourself of whenever you wear
or see a Colby sweatshirt.

Damon’s Discount
Beverages
(formerly known as Joka’s)
WE NOW HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED BEERS IN CENTRAL
MAINE
OPEN SUN.-WED. UNTIL 9 P.M.,
THURS. UNTIL 10 P.M.,
FRI. & SAT. UNTIL MIDNIGHT

Located at 52 Front
Street, Waterville,
ME, 04901

207-873-6228
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Around the horn: Cross-Country and Football rundown
By Emily Schaefer
Staff Writer

This past Saturday, the
Colby men and women’s
cross-country team finished
their seasons strong at the
NCAA Division III New England Regional Cross Country
Championships at the University of Southern Maine. It
was also a big week for Colby
football, as they pulled out
a win against NESCAC rival
Bowdoin on Saturday.
At the Division III New
England Region Cross Country Championships, Colby
had two runners place in
the top 100 in a field of 370
runners on the men’s side.

Bernard Kibet ’18 took 63rd
with a time of 26 minutes,
31.8 seconds on the 8 km
(4.97 miles) course. Fellow
Mule Emmanuel Cheruiyot
’21 was close behind in 69th
place with a time of 26 minutes 41.1 seconds. Cheruiyot
was sixth overall among all
first-year runners. Noel Feeney ’18 was the third Colby
runner to finish in coming
73rd in 26:45.8. Liam McDonough ’20 was 124th in
27:37 and Josiah Johnson ’19
took 132nd in 27:43.4.
The Colby women’s crosscountry team had an impressive outing at the same meet,
placing seventh overall out of
56 total teams. Caitlin Lawlor

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Caitlin Lawlor ’18 earned All-New England honors for her 12th place finish in
the NCAA Division III New England Regional Championships this past Saturday.

’18 earned All-New England
honors by placing 12th overall out of 393 runners after
taking 17th place as a junior. All-NESCAC first team
Lawlor clocked in a time of
21 minutes, 29.6 seconds on
the 6 km (3.73 mile) course.
Hannah Springhorn ’19 and
Sophia Gorman ’21 both
had top-50 finishes for the
Mules with times of 22:23.9
and 22:26.9, earning 42nd
and 47th places, respectively.
Gorman was ninth overall
among first-year runners.
Two more Colby athletes
had top 100 finishes. Helen
Chavey ’19 finished in 70th
place in 22:53.9 with Whitney White ’21 close behind in
74th with a time of 23:01.9.
Taylor Kennedy ’18 placed
125th in 23:42.6 and Hannah
Southwick ’21 took 147th in
23:55.2 for the Mules.
On Sunday, the NCAA
announced the 2017 Division Nationals III Men and
Women’s
Cross-Country
Championships qualifiers. In
addition to the 32 teams selected based on performances in their respective regional
meets, 56 individuals from
each region who were not
members of automatically
qualified teams were selected
to participate in the championship. Lawlor was the lone
Colby athlete chosen for the
meet, which will be held at
Principia College in Elsah, Illinois on Nov 18.
The Colby football team
finished their season schedule with a huge win against

Bowdoin College while on the
road in Brunswick, Maine.
Heading into the match up,
both teams were 0-8 in NESCAC conference play. This
was the 129th time the two
teams had met, the third
longest rivalry in Division
III football history. Running
back Jake Schwern ’19 had a
stellar performance breaking
or tying three school records
in the game after running for
257 yards and four touchdowns in the 31-20 win. The
record was previously held
by Brian Cooley ’90, who had
247 yards rushed in the 1989
season against Bowdoin.
The Polar Bears jumped to
an early 7-0 lead in the first
half with a 34-yard touchdown pass from Bowdoin’s
Noah Nelson to Nick Vailas.
Colby made it 7-3 when John
Baron ’18 made a 38-yard
field goal with 4:23 left in
the first quarter. Baron ’18
tied the school record of 20
career made field goals with
the kick. After a Bowdoin 20
yard field goal in the second
quarter, Colby special teams
made several huge plays.
Jibri Woods ’20 had a 44yard kick off return to the
Bowdoin 46-yard line. After
a 13-yard completion from
quarterback Jack O’Brien ’20
to Christian Sparacio ’18,
Schwern had the first Colby
touchdown on a 33-yard run
to tie the game at 10-10. With
57 seconds left in the second
quarter, Bowdoin scored on
a 14-yard touchdown pass
from Nelson to Bryan Porter.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Colby running back Jake Schwern ’19 broke and tied multiple school records on
Saturday. His efforts led the Mules to their first and only victory of the season.

At the start of the second
half, Bowdoin converted
on a 23-yard field goal to
extend their lead to 20-10,
but the Colby defense held
the Polar Bears to just three
points in the second half
with two interceptions from
defensive back Will Caffey
’19, three sacks from defensive end Craig Strand ’18,
and one fumble recovery
from Harrison Vedrani ’21.
The Mules scored 21 unanswered points, starting with
a 34-yard scoring run from
Schwern with 5:48 left in the

third quarter. At the start of
the final quarter, Schwern
had another big play, rushing for 58 yards and scoring
his third touchdown of the
game. In the final scoring
play of the game, Schwern
made a one yard rush for
a touchdown on a third
down, giving Colby a 31-20
lead with 10:23 to go. Baron converted on all extra
points for the Mules.
This week’s game was
the 50th Colby win against
Bowdoin in the two teams’
long standing history.

Devastator of the Week

By Drew Ladner
Sports Editor

Courtesy of Colby College

Emma Hofman ’20 has been a key player this season. She has
had a major impact on the field and her love of the sport is evident through her game play. Hofman and the rest of the team are
preparing for a tough fight against Vassar College this Saturday.

Name: Emma Hofman
Sport: Rugby
Position: Center/Lock
Hometown: Potomac, MD.

Su-do-ku!

Colby Echo (E): How does it feel to be named the Devastator of the Week?
Emma Hofman ’20 (H): Not quite sure what that means, but I️ appreciate
the shoutout.

5 7
8

E: You had multiple big runs on Saturday. How did you manage to be so
effective offensively?
H: I️ took my vitamins and ate a well-balanced breakfast. Additionally, I’ve
spent a lot of time psychoanalyzing film. To top it all off, I️ have no concept
of self-preservation. That’s how I️ manage to be effective offensively.
E: Your try was especially impressive. Could you walk us through that run?
H: I guess I’ll run you through it. Before the run, I️ was thirsty. I️ knew that
if I️ got the ball, I would just run and hope for the best, maybe fend some
people on the way. I don’t remember the rest of the run, but I ended up in
the try zone. Great success!
E: You and the team held UNH to just 17 points. How do you think you
were able to keep UNH from making an offensive push?
H: Our defense around the breakdown was exceptional. We also won a
lot of the rucks and our back line came up quickly and cohesively. When
they added in in the back line and utilized field space, they made more
progress than trying to punch up the middle. In the end, the pressure we
applied was enough to keep it a low scoring game.
E: What do you think was the biggest key to your team’s victory against
UNH?

H: It was hard to rally for practices outside because it was windy and
cold. Right before the game, we had a team breakfast in Dana where we
wrote who we were playing for on our bodies in Sharpie--still working on
scrubbing it off. I wrote every number 1-23--including sub jerseys--and
“alumni” on my knuckles. It definitely felt different than any other game
we had played this season. We wanted to make it further than we did last
year in nationals.
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E: What was the most challenging part of playing UNH?

E: How did your team prepare for this weekend’s games? Was your preparation any different than usual given the circumstances?

6
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H: The key to our win was our attitude. The energy was infectious.

H: I can’t say it was a challenging game. I think we psyched ourselves out
a bit because it was the first round of nationals, but I can’t pinpoint one
especially challenging part of the game.
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Courtesy of http://www.sudokukingdom.com/; Easy level
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Women’s Rugby runs over UNH
By Ed Powell
Staff Writer

The Colby women’s rugby
team continued their success this weekend, defeating the University of New
Hampshire (UNH) 36-17
on Saturday afternoon in
the first round of DII USA
Rugby Nationals.
As game time approached
the players came together
and locked arms. The captains could be heard saying, “We are going to go
out there and score right
off the bat,” from the sidelines. Elissa Guerra ’18 proceeded to get the first try
of the game for the Mules
within 70 seconds of the
game starting. The Mules
dominated the game with
their physicality in both
the scrums and rucks. At
the end of the first half, the
score was 14-0 Mules. Colby continued their dominance into the beginning
and good part of the second half with three more

tries, which made the score
a not-so-close 36-5. UNH
was able to come up with
two trys in the last few seconds of the second and in
extra time.
With tries from Elissa
Guerra ’18, Laura Wu ’18,
Jess Edlund ’18, Helen Sears
’20 and Emma Hoffman ’20,
the team showed their depth
of skill on the team.
Forward Captain Sierra
Fuller ’18 attributed the
team’s success to their leadership and close knit mentality saying, “We play as
a team. We have a couple
of really good players but
each member of our team
has a certain set of skills
and we’ve gotten to a point
where we can use those
skills to play off of each
other really effectively.
Also we have a lot of strong
leaders. It’s not just me and
Laura leading the team, it’s
Jess and Clare and Maggie
and Elissa and Emma and
Ella and Katie and everyone—a lot of people have

stepped up. It really helps
that we have a really strong
forward pack this year: a
lot of seniors, two former
captains, and women who
have been playing together
for each other for multiple
seasons. We’re able to force
a lot of turnovers in the
scrums and lineout because
of that strength. We also
have a really strong team
bond. I think the physical
nature of the sport forces
us to go through a lot together. We’re more than a
team—we’re a family, and
that shows on the field.
When one of our sisters
gets tackled, we’re right
there for her. There’s a lot
of trust involved too. In
my position I get thrown
up into the air pretty high
and I have to trust that my
teammates aren’t going to
drop me. The same goes for
supporting each other in
rucks and scrums—in order for us to be successful
we have to trust each other.”
The team will continue

their playoff run in the
round of 16, next week
playing Vassar College
in Kutztown, PA. Captain
Laura Wu ’18 said, “playing
alongside these women has
been such a privilege and
I’m so excited to continue
that journey. We have always been the underdog
and have truly risen to the
occasion.” Fuller ’18 added, “I am so proud of our
team. We have never been
this far and it’s so exciting. We’ve all worked really hard to get here and a
lot of the individuals have
improved so much over the
past couple months. When
I was deciding to come
to Colby my senior year
of high school, the rugby
teams were almost cut,
so it’s amazing to see our
program grow so much.
We have a new field, huge
memberships, and have
been very successful on the
field. It’s insane to see the
progress as a program and
as individuals.”
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The Cheap Seats
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As the football season has just come to a close
after beating Bowdoin College, the Echo sat
down with Brandon Troisi ’19 to discuss Celebrities, Milkshakes, and Autobiographies for this
edition of the Cheap Seats.

By Kevin Ahn
Sports Reporter
Echo (E): When did you start playing football?
Brandon Troisi (T): It was around sixth grade when
I was eleven or twelve.
E: Favorite Football Memory?
T: Winning the division championship my senior
of high school.
E: Describe your favorite meme in word form?
T This is a loaded question. The comforting a sad
girl with a broom one.
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The women’s rugby team celebrate their 36-17 victory over the University of New Hampshire. The win is the team’s seventh on the year and advances the Mules
to the second round of the USA Rugby Division II National Tournament. They will now have to travel down to Kutztown, Pennsylvania to take on Vassar College.

Winter sports look to turn youth into experience
By Kevin Ahn

Sports Reporter
And

Drew Ladner

Asscociate Editor
Women’s Hockey
Women’s hockey will be
starting up very shortly as they
take on the Bowdoin Polar
Bears at Bowdoin on Friday
November 17th at 7 p.m. The
women’s team will be playing
their first home game of the
season the very next day in
their second game of the Bowdoin series at 3 p.m. Last year
the Mules went 0-1-1 against
Bowdoin in two very close
games, making this weekend
a great opportunity to show
Bowdoin what the Mules are
made of. The women’s hockey
team came off of a tough season going 2-19-3 in overall
play. However, as it is a new
season, it is also a new team.
The Mules have welcomed
nine new first-years, bringing a wide range of talent and
depth to the team in hopes of
improving upon the record
from last year. Sophomore
goaltender Halley Fine ’20 noted that “Having nine freshman
and seven sophomores shows
that we have a young team but
there’s a lot of growing talent

in that group, and we’re all on
board to be all in [this season].” The women’s hockey will
surely be something to watch
out for this season.
Men’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball, will be
participating in the University
of New England tournament
against Colby-Sawyer College
in the first round. Depending on the results of that first
game, Colby will either play
in the consolation match or
the championship. Tip-off is at
7:30 p.m. in Biddeford, Maine.
Last season, the men’s basketball team had a respectable
overall record of 10-14, but fell
short in conference play with a
record of 1-9.
However, the Mules are an
extremely young team. Half
the team is made up of sophomores. These former first-years
made up three of the team’s top
five leading scorers, including
starters Ethan Schlager ’20,
Sean Gilmore ’20, and Sam Jefferson ’20. With these players
now having a full year of college experience, they will look
to take on a more prominent
role both on the court and in
the leadership of the team.
“I feel that last year was a
great experience for all of us,
and gave us a good taste of not
just basketball at the collegiate

level, but also opened our eyes
as to just how competitive NESCAC basketball is,” guard Tyler Williams ’20. “There are no
more excuses, there is no saying ‘Oh, we are only freshmen.’
We have matured past that
mindset and assumed greater
leadership roles for the team,
on and off the court.”
Women’s Basketball
After back-to-back semifinal
losses, Colby Women’s Basketball looks to finally take the
next step. Last year, the Mules
finished the regular season with
a 12-11 overall record. They advanced to the postseason where
they upset the 16-7 Middlebury Panthers before suffering a 20-point loss to Amherst
College, the eventual NESCAC
Champions.
With only three graduates
missing, the Mules have a legitimate opportunity to build
on last year’s success. On the
team’s road to improvement,
Haley Driscoll ’18 is the driver.
She is currently the lone senior
on the team. A tri-captain last
year, Driscoll led the Mules in
points (280), points per game
(11.7), and rebounds per game
(6.0), and was second in steals
(33) and blocks (14). The former
Maine All-State Second Team
player returns hoping to dominate the league one more time.

Though Driscoll is the lone
senior, she is far from the
only talent the team has to offer. Katie McCrum ’19, Emily
Davis ’19, Sarah Hancock ’19,
and Ainsley Burns ’20 all carry
over starting experience from
last year. They will all see their
roles elevated in the upcoming games. Perhaps the most
interesting of the four to keep
an eyes on will be Burns, who
already led the team in blocks
(22) and was third on the team
in field goal percentage (41.1),
despite being just a first-year
player. If the Maine All-Rookie
Team player can improve on
last year’s performance, she will
be a scare for opposing teams.
The road back to the playoffs for Colby Women’s Basketball begins this weekend,
as they travel to the University
of Massachusetts-Dartmouth
tournament to take on host
UMass-Dartmouth, as well as
UMass-Boston. However, the
more important conference
games do not begin until Dec
5, when the Mules take on
Maine rival, Bates College.
The team was 4-6 against
NESCAC teams last season. Those crucial in-conference games may be the
difference between breaking through that semifinals
barrier, or remaining in
playoff purgatory.

E: Let’s play word association.
E: Jackie
T: Chang
E:Tom Brady
T: Football
E:Watermelon
T: Fruit
E: If you could be any celebrity for a week who
would it be?
T: Tom Brady.
E: Guilty pleasure song?
T: Let me check my playlist real quick, oh definite
ly Body Like A Backroad.
E: Team Iron Man or team Captain America?
T: Hmm Iron Man, because Captain America
kind of seems like a douche. And Iron Mancreated
all of his own stuff.
E: Team Jacob or team Edward (from Twilight)?
T: Oh, I guess Jacob because Edward seems creepy
from what Ive heard.
E: What does the fox say? And what do you say in
response to the fox?
T: I would say ring a ding ding ding thing a bing
ting or whatever that song says.
E: What is your deepest secret?
T: I am not going to answer that.
E: What do you think about alone in a car?
T: It depends what my mood is, if I just got
back from football practice I will be thinking about
my next game. Otherwise its food.
E: What is your spirit animal?
Troisi: This probably sounds Cliché, but a Mule.
Echo: Would you rather fight 100 duck sized hors
es or one horse sized duck?
T: 100 duck sized horses.
E: You’re stuck on a desert island with one of your
teammates. Who do you bring and why?
T: I would bring one of my other Junior line
mates since I know I could count on them.
E: Are French fries supposed to be dipped in
milkshakes?
T: No. They are not supposed to be but its not
as bad as you think.
E: What’s something that you believe is severe
ly underrated?
T: Craft beers I guess.
E: You just finished your autobiography, but
you need a title, what is it?
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Haley Driscoll ’18, the lone senior and only returning captain, will look to bring the women’s basketball to new heights this winter. She was the team’s leading scorer
and rebounder for the 2016-17 season. While Driscoll will retain her previous role, her younger teammates will also step into more prominent leadership roles.

E: My Crazy Weird Life.

